Mix Smart: Pro Audio Tips for Your Multitrack Mix
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Taylor Francis Ltd, United Kingdom, 2011. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 231 x 190 mm. Language: English. Brand New Book. After you've recorded the perfect song, you're only halfway there! Mixing is where the magic really happens and getting the perfect mix is a challenge. One of the most elusive arts of the recording practice, mixing can take a lifetime to master - this handbook jump-starts your skills and fast-forwards your progress! Breaking the mix down by different effects - EQ, distortion, compression, expansion, pitch shift, delay, reverb, and more - and applying them to some of the most important instruments in pop music, Mix Smart will arm you with the skills and techniques you need to tap into your musicality and express it through multitrack mixing, putting true professional quality mixing within your reach. *Future proof, ear-opening strategies will empower your inner-musician, giving you the knowledge you need to develop your mixing skills - from basic to advanced *Breaking the mix down by different effects, with detailed strategies for the most important pop instruments showing you how to create the perfect combination *Bonus Website, packed with samples and example tracks, so you can practice as you learn...
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Reviews

Very useful to any or all group of men and women. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. You are going to like just how the blogger publish this book.
-- Kristian Nader

Very useful to any or all group of men and women. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. You are going to like just how the blogger publish this book.
-- Kristian Nader
Mixing is where the magic really happens and getting the perfect mix is a challenge. With the skills and techniques you need to tap into your musicality and express it through multitrack mixing, putting true professional quality mixing within your reach. Future proof, ear-opening strategies will empower your inner-musician, giving you the knowledge you need to develop your mixing skills - from basic to advanced. Breaking the mix down by different effects, with detailed strategies for the most.